KSU & THE KC PROFESSIONAL CHAPTERS PRESENT

GOLF FOR PROJECT GUATEMALA

ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS

ABOUT

JOIN US FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL EWB GOLF FOR GUATEMALA FUNDRAISING EVENT. ALL PROCEEDS GO TOWARDS EWB-KSU’S PROJECT, BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE SCHOOL IN GUATEMALA, AS WELL AS EWB-KC’S NEWEST INTERNATIONAL PROJECT. FREE FOOD AND DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED THROUGHOUT THE DAY. THERE WILL BE VARIOUS PRIZES FOR CONTEST WINNERS, A SILENT AUCTION WITH EXCLUSIVE ITEMS, AND GIFTS FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS!

FOR MORE INFO ABOUT REGISTRATION FOR THE EVENT, THE PROJECTS, OR SPONSORSHIPS, GO TO: WWW.GOLF4GUATEMALA.WIX.COM/KANSASCITY

WHEN
APRIL 30TH, 2016
8:00 AM REGISTRATION
9:00 AM SHOTGUN START

WHERE
DEER CREEK GOLF COURSE
OVERLAND PARK, KS

PRICE
$500 PER 4 PERSON TEAM
$125 PER INDIVIDUAL
GOLFER REGISTRATION

NAME _______________________
COMPANY _______________________
EMAIL _______________________
PHONE _______________________
ADDRESS _______________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP _______________________

SPONSORSHIP

___ $100 STUDENT PLAYER
___ $400 TEAM OF STUDENTS
___ $1,000 HOle SPONSORSHIP
   (NAME ON BANNER, T-SHIRTS, AND EVENT WEBSITE)
___ DONATED AUCTION ITEM
   (PLEASE EMAIL GOLF4GUATEMALA@GMAIL.COM WITH
    DONATION INFORMATION, APPROXIMATE VALUE, AND
    DONATION PICKUP LOCATION.)

FOURSOME

2. _______________________
3. _______________________
4. _______________________

REGISTRATION

___ $125 GOLFER REGISTRATION
___ $500 FOUR PERSON TEAM

PLEASE EMAIL COMPLETED FORMS TO GOLF4GUATEMALA@GMAIL.COM.
FOR ADDITIONAL EVENT INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.GOLF4GUATEMALA.WIX.COM/KANCASCITY